
COMMITTEE MEETING #3

Thursday 28 March 2024

GM: Invisible Man

phuket-hhh.com

GM Invisible Man opened his third,
and hopefully final, committee
meeting at Wilma's Rundetårn
restaurant off soi Bangla in Patong at
16:00 PM.

Attending: Invisible Man, Tootsie,
Lucky Lek, Sweaty Bollox, Up The
Back, Jaws, Five Hundred Baht,
Wilma, Tequila Slapper, Bimbo,
Limbo & Fungus as scribe.
Apologies accepted from Cobbler
and Not Long Enough.

Invisible Man stood saying he wanted to thank all committee members for their individual 
efforts in their areas that have kept PH3 humming along.  In particular the GM expressed his 
heart-felt thanks for the above-and-beyond efforts made by several hashers as Impedimenta, 
Hash Cash and Registration changed hands, some even several times.  Many small meetings 
were required to successfully keep records clear and additionally bring our QR code payment 
system into working order.

The GM then thanked the efforts of several non-committee members who successfully 
developed a mini-van transport service from Patong with access through facebook and the 
hareline.  This has been especially helpful to visiting and returning hashers.  A big part of the 
hash is getting there.  The riders continuously thank the organizers.

All committee members joined the GM praising the huge efforts being made by Bimbo and 
Limbo running Impedimenta.  They have developed a very efficient relationship with a new 
supplier and the results are very visible at the laager with splashes of new color and design.  A 
big plus is not needing to hold stock that grows old, eventually needing to be thrown away.  It's 
expected a cost savings to PH3 should be realized.

Hash Cash Sweaty Bollox presented a 3-page outline/summary/projection/suggestion paper to 
the group.  Highlights bringing action included centralizing our accounting on a our server.  
Additionally the software we use will be Open Source for safety.  Wisely SB has ended the loss
to emails by establishing a standing email address for Hash Cash, hashcash24@icloud.com.  As
to the PH3 financial status we are in good position for our AGPU and handover.

http://phuket-hhh.com/
mailto:hashcash24@icloud.com


Impedimenta Bimbo has brought a “fresh start” to the ways and means of all things hash for 
impedimenta.  Expect to see new items with our logo, well done Bimbo & Limbo.

Registration guru Jaws gave all processes for registration a thumbs-up and his co-registrar Five 
Hundred Baht 2 thumbs up.  A lot has been done to tie together registration and hash cash via 
our QR code.  Well done registrars.

Our website came into topic as Tootsie plans to implement a few new features.   Of 
considerable importance is centralizing all of our shirt artwork development files.  These files 
contain the original, clean, high resolution images shirts and the many images they are built 
from.  Wilma obtained a full back-up from our former supplier and now these will be stored on 
our server as PH3 property.  A system will be developed for access.

Lucky Lek reported public relations has been smooth overall.  On several occasions Lucky Lek
has had to enter into discussion with various land watchers, but all remains smooth.

Runmaster Not Long Enough wasn't present but is now presented with a requirement from the 
committee that all runs contain a GPS marker; absolutely critical to pay-for-ride operators and 
more and more hashers.  The GPS is designed to put you within the safety net of HHH signs.

Steward Chaser Up The Back feels there are some growing gaps on stewards.  Please go see 
him and sign up for a slot or we'll likely get more and more of Jaws.

Invisible Man reported the Outstation Run on May 3, 4, 5 is well underway.  We have a 
webpage and facebook page dedicated to details, booking details, photos and a QR code to send
some money in.  Visit the Outstation 2024 webpage and registration form.  You can visit the 
facebook page here.

The GM wrapped up the meeting addressing the coming AGPU, now showing on the hareline, 
on Thursday June 13th.  Of course all hashers are invited and welcomed into helping the 
committee.  We're all volunteers helping each other figure
out the best way.  And we do well at this most of the time. 
Speak to any committee person or the GM.

Our meeting closed out two hours of points and discussion
and decisions.  Then we unanimously agreed to tuck into
some fine vittles as can be enjoyed at Wilma's.  Not to be
left uncertain the beer flowed continuously.

From the Committee to GM we thank you also from the
bottom of our heart.  You have given us a great and fun
year with a bit more to go.
 OnON,
Fungus
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